Making Queries in DNSDB Scout™

How to install the extension

If you have not yet set a valid API Key then refer to the steps above.

1. Open the extension by clicking the Scout icon in the top right-hand corner of the browser window.
2. Click the green “Run a Query” button.
3. Enter a domain or subdomain you’d like to look up in the Search field. If you have an IP address to look up instead then go to the RData tab, select ‘IP or Network’ and then enter the IP address in the Record Data field. There are other fields that can be filled out for Record Types and Time Fencing, too.
4. Click ‘Run Query’ and the page will load your results in a table below.
If a query you make is valid then a green “Successful Query” message will appear, alongside a table with the results below it. If the query was invalid then a red “Error” message will appear instead.